TERMS OF SERVICE PROVISION TO CLIENTS OF VEGA WORLD LLC
The tariff/service packages indicated in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are intended for both new and existing
Rostelecom Subscribers who are holders of the VEGA WORLD LLC Gold card.
1.
card.

Table 1. Price list of the “Vega Mono” tariff package for the holders of the VEGA WORLD LLC Gold

“Vega Mono” Tariff Package

Speed

Monthly Fee

Start

10 Mb/s

6000

Comfort

25 Mb/s

7000

Ultra

45 Mb/s

7500

Premium

75 Mb/s

8500

Prices are indicated in AMD including VAT.
1.1. When connecting to the "Vega Mono" tariff plan:
i. "Speed 10 Mb/s" is included in the "Mono" tariff plan in addition to the main Internet speed determined by
the terms of the main tariff plan.
1.2. If the Subscriber of the conditions specified in clause 1.1. in accordance with the procedure specified in
clause i, has received the speed of 10 Mb/s and changes the tariff/tariff package by switching to another tariff
plan "Mono", tariff "Regional 4900", tariff "Duo Comfort" or the service package "Trio", he continues to use
the speed of 10 Mb/s regardless of the subscription fee of the new tariff/tariff plan.
1.3. All conditions of the "Vega Mono" tariff plan, not defined in these conditions, correspond to the
conditions of the "Mono" tariff plan.
2.
card.

Table 2. Price list of the “Vega Mono Regional” tariff for the holders of the VEGA WORLD LLC Gold
“Vega Mono Regional”
Tariff

Speed

Monthly Fee

«Vega 4900»

6 Mb/s

4900

Prices are indicated in AMD including VAT.
2.1. When connecting to the "Vega Regional 4900" tariff:
i.The tariff plan "Vega Regional 4900" includes "Speed 10 Mb/s" in comparison with the main speed of the
Internet, determined by the terms of the t/p.
2.2. If the Subscriber in accordance with the conditions of clause 2.1. i. receives a speed of 10 Mb/s, and
switches to any tariff plan "Mono", tariff plan "Duo Comfort" or to any tariff plan of the service package "Trio",
then continues to use the speed of 10 Mb/s, regardless of the monthly payment of the new tariff/tariff plan.
2.3. All conditions of the tariff plan "Vega Regional 4900", not defined in these conditions, correspond to the
conditions of the tariff plan "Regional 4900".

3.
card.

Table 3. Price list of the “Vega Smart” tariff package for the holders of the VEGA WORLD LLC Gold
Smart Tariff Package

Start

Premium

min 50

min 170

Multiroom

Available2

included

Additional SmartBox for the service of Multiroom

Available

Available

SmartBox Wi-Fi

Available

NPVR

Available

included
SmartBox Wi-Fi 1,
SmartBox Wi-Fi 2
ներառված

5 days

5 days

Available
Available

Available
Available

10000 AMD

10000 AMD

Main Services
Number of included channels1
Additional Services

TV on Demand
A la Carte Channels
Thematic Packages
Activation Fee3
Monthly Fee

4000 AMD

8500 AMD

Prices are indicated in AMD including VAT.
3.1. In case of subscribing to "Vega Smart" tariff plan:
i. The 20 TV channels defined in Table 6 of these conditions are included in the "Vega Smart" tariff plan.
If the Subscriber within the terms defined in 3.1. i clause, receives 20 TV channels and changes the tariff/tariff
package by switching to any tariff of the "Trio" service package, any tariff of the "Duo" service package or any
tariff of the "Smart" tariff package, then he continues to use the 20 channels, regardless of the new tariff/tariff
package monthly fee.

1

The channels of "Vega Smart" tariff plan are not fixed, they can be changed by the Operator at any time.
If any additional service is available, it is possible to activate the additional service within the given tariff plan by paying the set monthly fee.
3The activation fee is not intended for all the Subscribers who at the same subscriber address are subscribed or in parallel with the "Smart TV" Service are
connected to "GNC-ALFA" CJSC retail market (GPON technology) "Broadband Internet" service or package of services. If the Subscriber has already been
charged an activation fee within the framework of the "Smart TV" Service, then at the same Subscriber address, in addition to the existing Service, no fee is
charged for the activation of the new "Smart TV" Service. If the Subscriber subscribes to the same "Smart TV" Service more than once, not connecting to the
Broadband Internet Service or any of the Services package, the Subscriber is charged a one-time fee for all Services of Smart TV. In all cases, the subscriber
may be charged a maximum of one activation fee for the "Smart TV" service at the same Subscriber Address, regardless of the number of "Smart TV" Services
being activated.
2

